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Abstract: Requests on improvement of evaluated data files for minor actinides (MA) are briefly
reviewed. New evaluations of neutron cross sections for Np-237, Am-241 and Am-243 after the corresponding
tests and verifications should satisfy the required accuracies of data for developing MA-burners. More difficult
problems arise for curium isotopes, evaluated data of which are strongly divergent. International expertise of
available evaluations could be very desirable. Needs in data improvements for perspective heavy-metal liquid
coolants are outlined.

The nuclear data required for the analysis of subcritical reactors are generally the same
as for powerful fast reactors. The main differences relate to the fuel composition and possible
new types of coolants. The increase of MA component in the fuel creates more severe requests
on the accuracy of MA data needed for the analysis of reactor chEiracteristics. Effects from
high-energy neutrons (E>20 MeV), coming from the spallation target, are much less
important, at least for high values of the total multiplication factor of a subcritical reactor.

Current status of evaluated data files

For practical calculations of nuclear reactors the ABBN-93 group data system is
widely used nowadays in Russia [1]. These group constants are based mainly on the evaluated
data included into BROND-2 and FOND-2 microscopic file libraries [2].The ABBN-93 data
were tested on many benchmarks and macroscopic experiment data, and it was concluded that
their accuracy is good enough for the main fuel and structural materials [3].

However, the data for minor actinides remained still badly verified mainly due to the
limited number of reliable macroscopic data. During the nineties, a large-scale program of
neutronics experiments was realized on the first worldwide industrial fast reactor BN-350, one
of the tasks of which was a verification of the MA data. The actinide samples were irradiated
in different parts of the reactor core and blanket, and the measured activities were compared
with the corresponding simulation calculations [4].

During the last years, some new experiments with MA were performed also on the
BFS facility at the IPPE [5]. The central reactivity sample worth ratios and the central fission
cross-section ratios relative to U-235 were measured for Np-237, Pu-239, Am-241. Similar
experiments were performed also on the fast critical assemblies (FNS) at JAERI [6]. The full
description of the FCA experiments is not available for us. Nevertheless, attempts were made
to use the FCA data together with the BFS results to test the available evaluations of MA data
in Russian and foreign libraries [4]. The analysis performed demonstrates a reasonable
agreement between the measured and calculated values, but the macroscopic data do not
permit still to make a preference between available evaluations.

Special investigations have been made to estimate the current and the required
accuracy of the MA data on the basis of their effect on the neutron transport in the fast-reactor
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core [4]. Calculations were performed for the BN-800 reactor, which is now under design at
IPPE to be used as the MA burner. The results of the data analysis are presented in Table. 1.

Table 1. Current and required (in brackets) uncertainties of actinides cross sections

Nuclide

Np-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Am-241

Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244

Capture, %

15
25
6
10
15
10

30
30
50
50
30

(5)
(10)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)
(20)

Fission, %

7
10
3
5
5
10
15
10
15
15
10

(3)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(3)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Inelastic, %

30
40
20
20
20
30
40
30
30
30
30

(10)
(30)

(15)
(15)
(20)

(10)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)
(30)

Recent evaluations of neutron cross sections for minor actinides

During the last years, several groups worked actively on the improvement of MA data.
New versions of data files were compiled for Np-237, Am-241,-243, Cm-242,-243,-244 in the
Russian BROND-3 library [7-9]. Completely new evaluations for americium and curium
isotopes were performed by the Minsk group [10, 11], and some revisions of previous
evaluations were made in the ENDF/B-VI [12] and JENDL-3.2 files.

All available experimental data were analyzed under evaluations, and for Np-237 and
Am-241 the new evaluations agree much better than the previous ones. However, some
divergences of evaluations still remains, and to satisfy the required data accuracies (Table 1),
we should understand better the main reason of the residual discrepancies.

As an example, the evaluations of neutron capture cross sections for Am-241 are
shown in Fig. 1 together with the available experimental data. The careful analysis of the
measurement conditions was performed for the BROND evaluation, and all experimental data
were reduced to the current standard and reference reaction cross sections [13]. As a result,
much better agreement between experimental data was achieved, and the uncertainties of the
evaluated cross sections were estimated about 5-7% for the whole energy region shown in Fig.
1. Taking into account the small deviation between our evaluation and ENDF/B-VI [12], this
estimation of uncertainties seems reasonable. We did not reach still the accuracy required for
Am-241 by Table 1, but we are close enough to it.

However, returning to Fig.l, we can note an essential difference between the
evaluation of the Minsk group and all others for energies below 100 keV. The reason for this
relates to the theoretical model that was applied by this group without an adjustment of
parameters responsible for the energy dependence of the radiative strength functions to the
corresponding experimental data. Without such an adjustment, the statistical models may be
used for cross-section evaluations with uncertainties of about 15 %, but for higher accuracies
the adjustment of model parameters to some crucial data is always important.
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The arguments given above relate also to the capture cross sections of Am-243, for
which the estimated uncertainties of the BROND-3 evaluation are better than 10 % for the
energy region between 1 and 400 keV [13]. The uncertainties of the new capture cross-section
evaluations for Np-237 are about two times smaller, and there are no significant deviations
between the evaluated cross sections for this isotope [7]. So it seems that the required
accuracies for the neutron capture cross sections are almost achieved in the last evaluations of
MA data.

Evaluations for the fission cross sections of Am-243 are shown together with the
available experimental data in Fig. 2. A strong divergence of evaluations is connected with the
use of contradictive experimental data in the previous analyses. The careful consideration of
the measurement conditions and the correction of discrepant data removed the divergence of
experimental data to the considerable extent [8]. As a result, the estimated uncertainties of the
evaluation are reduced strongly, and we approach to the accuracy 3-5 % for the whole energy
region from 100 keV up to 5 MeV. Unfortunately, the uncertainties of the evaluation increase
about two times at energies below 100 keV, mainly due to essential fluctuations of the
experimental data in the region of unresolved resonances.

The estimated uncertainties of the fission cross-section evaluations for Np-237 and
Am-241 are rather similar to Am-243, despite the fact that much more experimental data are
available for the first two isotopes. The main reason for that is obvious, the old data with
relatively large errors cannot reduce significantly the resulting uncertainty of the
approximating curves. For the further improvement of evaluation accuracies, the new
precision measurements of fission cross sections at energies between 1 and 100 keV are very
desirable.

There are much less experimental data for curium isotopes than for americium ones.
Measurements of the neutron total and capture cross sections art; limited by the neutron
resonance region. For fast neutrons, the fission cross sections are measured only. It is reason
why all evaluations of neutron cross sections are based mainly on the analysis of fission
measurements, and the optical-statistical calculations are applied for other cross sections. Our
evaluations of the fission, inelastic neutron scattering and (n,2n) reaction cross sections for
Cm-242 are shown in Fig. 3 together with the previous ones. The discrepancies between
different evaluations are considerable, and the evaluation validations are definitely required.

Several groups measured the fission cross-sections for Cu-243, but there is no
agreement of their results. The data available are shown in Fig. 4 together with the main
evaluations. It is necessary to note, that the precise measurements of the averaged fission
cross-section were performed on the fast critical assembly with the average neutron energy
about 300 keV [14]. The value of (2.651±0.090) b was obtained, which is consistent with our
evaluation and differs considerably from other evaluations. Thus we consider the BROND
evaluation as being consistent with the benchmark data.

The results of optical-statistical calculations of inelastic neutron scattering and the
(n,2n) reaction cross sections for Cm-243, which is consistent with the evaluated fission cross
section, are shown in Fig. 5. They differ considerably from the previous cross-section
evaluations. The discrepancies for high-energy neutrons are not only due to the difference in
the fission cross-section evaluations, but also to the discrepancies in the neutron absorption
cross sections. Both for curium and americium isotopes the Minsk group used the optical
potential, which results in lower values of the absorption cross section at energies above
10 MeV than the observed fission cross-sections for some curium isotopes at the energy of
14 MeV [15].
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The divergence of experimental data and evaluations of the fission cross sections for
Cm-244 is not so significant as for the Cm-243 [9]. However, the averaged fission cross
section, calculated for the fast critical assembly with our evaluated data, is equal to 1.35 b that
exceeds noticeably the measured value of (1.232±0.039) b [14]. The calculated values remain
approximately the same, if the ENDF/B-VI or Minsk' evaluations are applied. At present we
do not see any explanation of this contradiction between the microscopic and macroscopic
data. The evaluations of fission cross sections for Cm-244 seem to require additional
validations.

Taking into account the contradictions of the available experimental data on the fission
cross sections and the complete deficit of measurements for other cross sections, it is
difficultly to guarantee the evaluation accuracies better than the current ones in Table 1. The
BROND-3 evaluations for curium isotopes seem to be the most reasonable nowadays, but
their validation, nevertheless, requires additional benchmark tests.

New evaluations for lead and bismuth

The development of powerful fast reactors or an intensive spallation-neutron source
with the heavy-metal liquid coolant definitely requires more accurate data than available for
the neutron cross sections of lead and bismuth. Discrepancies between the evaluated data of
ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.2 and BROND-2 for these elements amount to 40-50% in many cases,
and such disagreements should be removed in data recommended for future practical
applications. Evaluations carried out during the last years for BROND-3 were aimed on this
problem [16].

Main attention in new evaluations was paid to the neutron inelastic scattering and
(n,2n) cross sections. The analysis of all experimental data was performed, and the corrections
to current standard were made for many old data. The corrected data agree much better than
the original ones, and such corrections are especially important for data on discrete gamma-
ray transitions between low-lying levels. The evaluated excitation functions for the first levels
of lead isotopes and Bi-209 are shown in Fig. 6 together with the corresponding experimental
data. The divergence of previous evaluations is so strong, that the need their improvement
seems obvious.

The detailed analysis of the gamma-transitions in separate lead isotopes was done, and
the resulting evaluations of gamma-ray spectra and integral production cross sections were
tested additionally on the basis of more numerous data for the natural mixture of lead
isotopes. The recent precision measurements of the integral gamma-ray spectra for 14.3 MeV
incident neutrons [17] were considered to validate once more the evaluated gamma-
production cross sections and spectra.

The renewed data files for the separated lead isotopes, the natural lead and Bi-209
were compiled and they are being tested now against the criticality benchmarks for the
assemblies with the lead reflectors of different thickness [18], The testing results will be taken
into consideration in the final selection of recommended cross sections and estimation of their
uncertainties.

Conclusion

The new version of BROND-3 library that is being compiled now by the Russian
Nuclear Data Center should supply the developing projects of MA-burners with more accurate
evaluated data than previous data systems. The main improvements of MA data were briefly
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discussed in the present contribution.
For Np-237, Am-241 and Am-243 improved evaluations are being testing now

intensively in experiments on critical assemblies, results of which wiill supply in several years
both the selection of best evaluations and the validation of their uncertainties.

For curium isotopes it is difficult to hope on a crucial test of evaluations in the nearest
future. Nevertheless, the careful international expertise of available evaluations could help in
this case. The critical analysis of theoretical models, as well as an attraction of
phenomenological systematics will be useful for the selection of the best evaluations.

Improvement of evaluated data for new types of coolants seems a simpler task.
However, it should be considered and solved in accordance with accuracy requests
corresponding to designing advanced reactors and powerful ADS.
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and bismuth isotopes in a comparison with experimental data.


